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"HyperMotion Technology," the cutting-edge motion capture system developed by EA SPORTS, is built right into the kits, bodies, boots and balls in FIFA 22. It constantly analyses a player's actions and instantly delivers the kind of personalized, interactive and lifelike
animations that fans of the game expect. Additionally, the team has introduced Live Player Updates (LPUs), which are based on the in-game weather, altitude and pitch texture to improve the top-notch broadcast quality and match experience. FIFA 22 will be available
worldwide beginning September 4. In addition to the new game, fans will be treated to an expanded lineup of EA SPORTS FIFA Ultimate Team content, including the annual FIFA 16 and EA SPORTS FIFA 17 DLC packs, FIFA 17 Ultimate Team Pro Club, FIFA 17 Fan Edition
items, and more. Fans can also enjoy the biggest set of this year's FIFA Ultimate Team card backs and shorts in both men's and women's sizes. “We’re excited to share with fans what we’ve been working on for over a year,” said Michel Euligne, FIFA Lead Producer. “We
have transformed the game and looked at the feedback received from our fans and how we can improve the most popular aspects of the FIFA franchise. With this new technology, we are delivering on the vision we laid out last year - making FIFA a true, player-led and

performance-driven experience.” FIFA 22 will also feature a host of new and improved features for both amateur and pro players. MOTION CONTROL Using PlayStation Eye camera, the team tracks every movement of the player in real-time to create new, smooth
animations. PITCH-TRACKING Teams can now switch from attack to defence or vice versa instantly based on where the ball is positioned. DEFENDER SHIELDING Defenders are able to block attackers from getting past them. SUBSTITUTION FLOW All substitutions and

tactical changes happen instantly. TURF & MANY We have made pitch textures as accurate as possible. ATTRIBUTES Adjustable attributes of players make them different on the pitch, and now there are more than ever. MATCH FACILITIES Fans can now create their own
stadiums
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

BREAKTHROUGH NOVEL GAMEPLAY – "Player Intelligence" will aid players with decisions and displays unexpected player data for the first time on Xbox One.
UNPRECEDENTED MOTION CAPTURE TECHNOLOGY
The "Knee’s off!!!" Defensive AI
Full control over the direction of the next three shots for each corner
Player Intelligence, which will shine the brightest on Xbox One for the first time
Unrivalled immersion with "Vibration’s On” – contributing to the visceral experience – and the first rendered crowd to augment your gameplay
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Here's a quick introduction to what FIFA is all about. Standard Edition = Basic Features FIFA 17 Ultimate Edition = Additional Features Multi-Language = Up to 7 languages, including English, German, Spanish, Italian, French, Portuguese and Japanese Powered by
Football™ FIFA has always been about celebrating the world game and what FIFA means to the people who play it. So this year we are bringing the game closer to the real thing by providing a new authentic coaching experience, bringing a new focus on your fans,
delivering a tighter, more authentic gameplay experience, with gameplay advancements and an all new season of innovation across every mode. FIFA Link: The Ultimate Edition Link for the PS4™ Unleash your most dominant player! Now, more than ever, your skills on
the pitch determine your gameplay, your success on the pitch determines your gameplay. Wherever you go, you control the opposition, drawing them into your play and opening them up to cut through the defence and fire in a pinpoint cross for your striker to make a
chance count. While you control the defensive side of the game, influence the opposition’s game and set them up for you to score, with the new Tactical Defending system, run, pass and tackle with efficiency to exploit every opportunity and score more often. Featuring
new ways to play and unlock moves, pass the ball with finesse and intelligence to outwit opposition players and enhance your game. Speed on the Flanks Whether you’re playing as a creative midfielder, a number 10 or the striker, everything you do on the pitch is vital.
But it’s your pace and your stamina that win games. Become the perfect playmaker by unlocking new passes, transitions, and creative moves, or build chemistry with your teammates by sprinting up to the flank and laying in a perfect ball for your team to create a
breakthrough. Unique Ways to Play EA SPORTS FIFA brings unique ways to play to the FIFA series. FIFA Ultimate Team™ mode offers the most authentic gameplay experience in the series, with authentic card packs, rewards and a new career mode. With FIFA
Interactive World Cup™, you can play as up to seven different countries in online tournament events, and compete in the return of the fan-favorite FIFA World Player Series™, featuring 13 iconic players such as Pele, Diego Maradona and more. Now, with the new “
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Build your Ultimate Team of the pros and the legendary players from the past and present in FIFA Ultimate Team. Gain experience and level up your team to improve your card collection and gain access to new players. Play the game on all major platforms and capture
the FIFA feel on any screen. Please Note: FIFA Mobile will require the purchase of an EA Account for online gameplay and submission of gameplay data RPS CODE OF CONDUCT Play FIFA Mobile games responsibly and be sure to always follow the Code of Conduct shown
in the game. You can find the FIFA Mobile Code of Conduct at www.ea.com/playstationnetwork/legal/code-of-conduct. The content in this application is free to download and install, and is also free to use within the app limits set forth in the FIFA Mobile Code of Conduct.
Please be sure to download, install, and use the EA SPORTS FIFA Mobile app in accordance with the instructions provided in EA’s Privacy & Cookie Policy and the EA SPORTS FIFA Mobile Code of Conduct. www.ea.com/fifa Support: BASIC GAMEPLAY CONTROLS:
WASD/Arrow Keys: Move and Carousel Drive B/C Stick/Mouse: Aim and Shoot Gamepad/Joy-Con: Skill moves and assign Ultimate Team power-ups Gamepad/Traditional Controller: Skill moves only (No shooting) Take control of next year’s Championship by selecting a
club and style from over 700 licensed international football teams from real-life leagues around the world. Create the perfect team in a variety of different franchise modes and strengthen your squad using the all-new Scouting feature. From youth development to the
established pros, you’ll be able to tailor your squad with features that let you take unique strategies on the pitch – as well as create a legacy of your own throughout the years. New innovations, new tactical treats, new and refreshed players – there’s never been a
better moment to make your team greater than ever before. FEATURES Football IS BACK. Return to Football – Play Next Year’s Championship. Select a different league and country in Career Mode and put your team against the best the world has to offer. Compete in
friendly or professional competitions against players with unique DNA and styles. Squad Management – Customise your team with new features including Scouting

What's new in Fifa 22:

AI CAMPOST – Teammates have the ability to switch positions. Either Tiki-taka or the Dutch Way – this work how they want to play. Players can now switch positions regularly even if they are
attackers.

ESCAPING CONSEQUENCES – Teams’ mentality, traits, and behavior have been redesigned. The primary intention behind this change is to create more realistic and diverse matches. This year we’ve
also made it possible to gain experience from individual goals in the shoot-out.

IN-GAME REPORT – Make your own reports in-game. Create the perfect crime, incrimination in-game! We can show you exactly what witnesses saw and hear. These reports on line information will be
automatically saved to a fact file, which could be used in a replay or evidence in the court. But that’s only if you think that you need to stick to the rules and use the law. You decide the law.

FIFA Ultimate Team. Re-build, rebuild. your team on the pitch and go on the adventure of you dream. FIFA Ultimate Team brings more realism to the game. Starting from a pre-build concept, you will
design your own football club, then customize and optimize your squad. Build a winning team that plays and feels as it should. Create your club line-up and take on other players in a multiplayer
match.

revised trading system – The system for trading players has been revised. Allow you to bring players to your club in a team shape. Trade players for trophies, win cups and donate players for goodwill.
You can change the kits of your players as and when you want too. 

REMOTE DIAGNOSTIC CAMERA – Either like some of your players and face damage. Make sure that they are fit for the game. Oh, come on player, change your career, get fit enough to go to the next
level. The camera is better than ever in artificial intelligence (AI). The screen is equipped with three different cameras: far, close and in the near. This is to help you observe defensive plays and aerial
battles.

World Golden Boot Awards – As with previous years, players in the FIFA World Golden Boot Awards are nominated and selected by FIFA 
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– Game Introduction – EA SPORTS FIFA is a core part of the FIFA gaming experience for fans of the world’s most popular sport. The FIFA experience is built on a foundation of authentic foot ball match emotion, authenticity and
innovation. Ever-evolving gameplay and player interaction, coupled with user customisation and control, makes FIFA more accessible than any previous game. The FIFA experience is about making the most authentic real life foot ball
action ever within a football game. FIFA 22 includes the definitive version of the FUT Champions mode, giving players the opportunity to take on the roles of their favourite footballing legends. New modes include a revamped team-
building mode, along with a brand-new live broadcast system and a new regionalised broadcast presentation. The new FUT Champions mode sees the creation of player squads for the biggest names in world football. Players can
form strong and dynamic teams, as they compete in the Champions League, the Olympic Games, or the World Cup for glory. Players can climb the world rankings and win new national and international jerseys, to maintain the
prestige of their greats. There’s even a chance to play as yourself after you’ve officially retired! The live broadcast system has been overhauled with the introduction of virtual broadcasts, allowing you to change the location of
cameras and referees as the match unfolds. The addition of official broadcasters to the game provides a deeper insight into the rules of football, as cameras are added to match overviews, for more in-depth information and
statistics. FIFA 20 takes the experience of football past, present, and into the future and has gained universal acclaim for its technological and artistic achievements. FIFA 22 continues this revolution, with further enhancements and
innovations across gameplay, player interaction, graphics, and presentation. Key Features Explore a world as immersive and diverse as football itself. – Enhanced Immersion – FUT Champions – FIFA 22’s revamp of the popular
customisation and team-building experience. – FUT Champions – FIFA 22’s revamp of the popular customisation and team-building experience. An all-new live broadcast system brings the drama and emotion of the real world to life
for the first time. – New Global Broadcast System – The brand new broadcast system has several unique features including the ability to change the location of cameras and referees as the game unfolds. – Brand New Soccer Match
Editor – More options than ever before have
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or later, 64-bit Edition Processor: Intel Core i3 or later; AMD equivalent or better Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or later, AMD equivalent or better DirectX: Version 11 or later Storage: 5
GB available space Additional Notes: A hard-drive is recommended for maximum performance Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5
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